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FirstView for Multifamily
Unlike expensive energy audits or traditional computer modeling, NBI’s FirstView® 
enables building owners, energy efficiency professionals and designers to 
extract more targeted and useful energy performance information from basic 
data inputs. While modeling and audits can easily exceed $10,000 for a project 
the scale and size of a multifamily building, a FirstView analysis can generally 
be done for under $500 per building. The FirstView tool automatically creates a 
simplified energy model that can quickly diagnose opportunities for improvement 
and automatically compare a building’s performance against peers. Using only 
monthly utility bills, local weather data and a few building characteristics, NBI’s 
FirstView software and services move beyond a static benchmarking score, 
allowing owners to invest audit resources where they will be most effective. 

FirstView for Multifamily
Affordable housing projects typically have very tight budgets that can rarely 
accommodate the expense of energy audits or energy modeling. Yet continued 
lack of energy efficiency in multifamily buildings is a significant barrier to true 
affordability. Therefore, there is a critical need for the kind of powerful yet 
affordable energy analysis FirstView provides. 

In response to this need, NBI has made significant improvements to the 
functionality of the FirstView tool to more fully address affordable multifamily 
buildings and make them more accessible and cost-effective for project teams. 
The updated tool includes:

• Improved analytics for multifamily buildings including a more robust set of 
peer buildings

• Diagnostic flags identifying likely problem areas

FirstView  
Automated Observations

Occupant Load Typical

Heating & Ventilation Typical

Cooling Efficiency Good

Controls Large 
inefficiencies

Reheat None

Gas Baseload High

Data Consistency Orderly

The FirstView tool allows 
you to invest audit 
resources where they will 
be most effective.
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• Savings estimates for addressing various aspects of the 
building’s performance

• New data entry functionality that allows automated 
import of Portfolio Manager data, including the ability to 
import an entire portfolio of buildings at once

• A new purchasing interface allowing for automated and 
more economical access to the tool

Actual building performance data from affordable 
multifamily buildings around the nation is used to establish 
comparison indices, spectrums, and benchmarks. 
Multifamily building owners, operators, third parties, 
utilities, and other stakeholders can use FirstView to 
look at a building’s estimated energy use by end use. 
Automated diagnostics and prospective savings estimates 
help prioritize retrofit opportunities.

Who Should Use FirstView
While designed to be easily interpreted and understood, 
the tool relies on sophisticated multivariable regression 
analysis. That means that FirstView can have different 
applications for different stakeholders. Owners and 
operators of portfolios of multifamily buildings can use the 
tool to help determine where to focus their limited retrofit 
capital. Third parties such as engineering firms can use the tool to improve the 
effectiveness and efficiency of an energy audit or to help refine project bids. 
Utilities can use FirstView as a lead generator, helping them achieve energy 
efficiency savings goals. 
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